Sunday’s News Break challenges you to hunt through the Sunday, March 13, 2022 print replica of The Seattle Times to find answers to the following questions.

1. Saturday marked a major shift because Washingtonians have for the better part of two years been subject to __________ mandates, with a brief break last summer for vaccinated people. As of Thursday, King County’s coronavirus case rate for the prior seven days was 46 per 100,000 people. (MAIN)

2. A photo provided by paleontologist Christopher Whalen shows a fossil of Syllipsimopodi bideni, the oldest known ancestor of vampyropods, pushing back the earliest evidence of these relatives of the octopus by _____ million years. (MAIN)

3. What two Seahawks are leaving Seattle not only with almost unprecedented reputations for what they accomplished on the field, but also having provided — if not perfected — the blueprint for how athletes can make an impact in the community. During their Seahawks careers both won the team’s Man of the Year Award for their off-field contributions. (SPORTS)

4. As a costly labor dispute between concrete mixer drivers and Seattle-area concrete suppliers has dragged on for months, local contractors are turning increasingly to nonunion drivers to get concrete to projects, including at several for Sound Transit. The use of “_________ __________,” as union members call them, began quietly and went largely unnoticed soon after the strike by 330 Teamsters drivers began in early December. But the controversial practice, which often involves bringing in out-of-area drivers to operate some of the estimated 300 local mixer trucks owned by several of the six local suppliers, has become ever more standard for contractors as talks between Teamsters and the companies have stalled. (BUSINESS)

5. The seemingly nondescript centerpiece of the boutique, Armoire, has sensors tucked inside that hook up with a small tag sewn into each item of clothing, connecting to a digital database that tracks each item when it leaves the store and when it comes back. It’s a high-tech way to keep track of inventory and make shopping less of a hassle for customers. “The checkout experience wasn’t delightful,” said Ambika Singh, the founder of Armoire, a clothing rental company that caters to what the company calls the “boss lady.” Who is this business model designed around? (BUSINESS)

6. Washington’s __________-making scene is on the rise. (THE MIX)

7. __________ __________ Theme & Water Park in Federal Way is the only amusement park accessible for a day trip from Greater Seattle. (THE MIX)

8. A traditional song and dance performance at the __________ __________ Cultural Centre is part of a trip to Whistler, B.C., following in the footsteps of the land’s Native inhabitants. If you only visit
Whistler for skiing or mountain biking, you'll miss a richer, deeper story of its First Peoples and their land. (THE MIX)

9. It’s that not-so-magical time of the year when we lose an hour out of our already busy lives due to the annual transition from standard time to daylight saving time. If you’re muttering to yourself, “Really? This again?” you’re not alone. I mean, Hawaii and Arizona did away with this nonsense more than 50 years ago, so why not us? How are people generally impacted by the lost hour of sleep? (THE MIX)

10. Professional home organizers are reporting a spike in calls from older customers asking for help sorting through their belongings, seeking to dole out the __________________ and __________________ __________ and toss the excess. (AT HOME IN THE NW)